
   FIRE BY NIGHT
   

 "Reflections Upon Reflections" [of The Father's Heart] 

         ...."You, in Your great compassion, did not forsake them in the wilderness; The pillar of
cloud did not leave them by day, to guide them on their way, or the pillar of fire by night, to light
for them the way in which they were to go".... Nehemiah 9:19 NASB

                                                              MARCH 1ST

                            THE VISION OF THE "GIANT CIRCLES"

I saw "giant circles" [each with its own "gravitational field"] that
encompassed the entire earth - and which overlapped [were interlinked with] each
other [to varying degrees - like a chain]. Throughout the earth, I saw many "small
bonfires" [some in each nation] - each one being an "epicenter". I saw a number
of people "gravitating" towards each of these "bonfires".

"gravitational field" - the region surrounding an astronomical body in which the
force of gravitation is strong;

"epicenter" - the absolute centre of something: a focal point, as of activity;

"bonfire" - a large fire built in the open air for warmth or celebration;

"emanating" - to flow out, issue, or proceed, as from a source or origin;

"radiate" - to extend, spread, or move like rays from a center;

The Father spoke to me and said:

The "giant circles" are representative of many "spiritual" gravitational fields
that I will establish in this final hour throughout the earth, in every nation. In this
case, rather than gravitation being the predominant force it pertains to the forces of
the Kingdom [Love, Truth, Faith, Righteousness, Wisdom etc.] being the
predominant force. 



The fact that each of these giant circles "overlapped" to varying degrees is
representative of the spiritual reality that there is NO separation [from Me] or
division in the midst of all those who truly love Me [those who seek the fulfillment
of My Will - both individually and corporately - above ALL else] - and the
absolute and unlimited strength which is the spontaneous fruit of true unity and
one accord in the midst of My people.

The "bonfires" are representative of the true spiritual environments
[environments of the Holy Spirit] that I am raising up in this hour [in every
nation] - each with its own particular purpose.

The fact that each one of these "bonfires" [true spiritual environments] was
an "epicenter" in its own right [with its own spiritual gravitational field] is
representative of the spiritual reality that My unlimited Power will "radiate"
[emanate] forth from each of these environments [epicenters] - with a view to
accomplishing My perfect purpose throughout the earth.

The people "gravitating" towards these true spiritual environments
[epicenters] represents the "pull" [like gravity] of the "Kingdom forces" [Love,
Truth, Faith, Righteousness, Wisdom etc.] "emanating" [radiating] from the
various true spiritual environments - each environment drawing [with pin-point
accuracy by the power of My Spirit - Who is the Spirit of wisdom and revelation]
the people who are specifically "designated" [by Me] to partake of that particular
enviroment - each "time frame" being unique to each individual [e.g. some will
stay for short periods of time, some will stay permanently - while others will come
and go on a regular basis].

A word for those who will both establish and help run the aforementioned
true spiritual environments [environments of the Holy Spirit];

The "force of wisdom" draws financial wealth, and indeed all manner of the
"true" prosperity towards whosoever shall continually release that force within
them - through a perfect obedience! In these days, the Love and Wisdom abiding
within you shall "draw" like a powerful magnet all those with whom you have to
do - according to My highest Will and purpose! 

...."Her gain and her harlot's wages will be set apart to the LORD; it will
not be stored up or hoarded, but her gain will become sufficient food and choice
attire for those who dwell in the presence of the LORD".... Isaiah 23:18 NASB



...."But you shall remember the LORD your God, for it is He who is giving
you power to make wealth, that He may confirm His covenant which He swore to
your fathers, as it is this day".... Deuteronomy 8:18 NASB

Prayer of Proclamation:

Father, we thank You and praise You for Your most glorious plan for the
remnant Church in this final hour. In these days, we rejoice in the establishing of
the "true" spiritual environments that You ordered from before the very
foundations of the earth! We thank You that You have raised us up to sit with You
in the heavenly places that we might be found "abiding" in Your perfect Wisdom
concerning all of these things. We praise You for the true unity throughout the
earth that will be the spontaneous fruit of these holy environments - environments
that are both established and run with a pin-point accuracy  [in the power of Your
Spirit], with a view to the perfect fulfilling of all that is in Your heart concerning
mankind. We thank you and praise You, also, for the greatest outpouring of Your
Glory [Holy Spirit] that this earth has ever experienced - an outpouring of Your
Love that will truly set the captives free and, in so doing, reap the Great Harvest
that was Your plan all along for this final hour. We declare ALL of these things
DONE - and we give You all praise and honour and Glory, in Jesus' Name. Amen.

...."For we are God's [own] handiwork [His workmanship], recreated in
Christ Jesus, [born anew] that we may do those good works which God
predestined [planned beforehand] for us [taking paths which He prepared ahead
of time], that we should walk in them [living the good life which He prearranged
and made ready for us to live]".... Ephesians 2:10 The Amplified Translation 


